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correction; while, as he knows, errors that go uncor-
rected are apt to become (or remain) habitual.
As regards the manner of correction, the first thing to
remember is that the pupil must (eventually if not prim-
arily) correct himself. Teachers who merely pepper
their pupil's exercises with entries (usually in red ink) of
the correct form over the mistake are ordinarily thinking
more of impressing the inspector than of teaching their
pupils English. A correction which is not impressed upon
the offender just -wastes time ; and the most impressive
kind of correction is one in which the pupil finds out the
correct form for himself and then enters it in his
exercise-book, and commits it to memory.
The teacher's first duty, then, is to draw the pupil's
attention to the existence, and as further guidance, to the
kind of the mistake. This can be done by a system of
signs to the meanings of which the pupil soon grows
accustomed. These signs should be easy to make and
clear to read, indicative of the commonest forms of error,
not so many as to trouble the memory or so few as to
miss any common class of error, and as far as possible
self-explanatory. Also they should be uniform through-
out the school, though all need not be employed in the
earliest school classes. A sample set is as follows :—
Correction Symbols for School Written Work
S =    Spelling error.
^ =    Omission.
E =    Bad English.
G =    Bad Grammar.
? =    Truth of statement questioned.
!  =    Exaggeration or Bombast.
P =    Punctuation wrong.
O =    Omit.
Z   =    Irrelevance.
Example:—
S       His english was quite
E       difficult for hearing what to   mention   under-
standing. The feelings of a poor
S students who were oblidged to attend,
O to his -lectures can be better

